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WhiTe paper

The out-of-band rejection and the optical density (oD) are two critical specifications of tunable filters. 
unfortunately these properties are often misinterpreted and their definitions tend to differ from one 
manufacturer to another. end users need to be careful when looking over the specifications of a filter. 
also, the measurement of these properties for customers can be laborious. one needs to have sensitive 
instruments with a high dynamic range, a wide spectral range and a high power source. in this white 
paper, clear and rigorous definitions of the out-of-band rejection and the oD of widely tunable filters 
are presented, and the steps and instrumentation needed to accurately measure those specifications 
are exposed.

Due to the broad variety of technologies and companies offering similar products, choosing the best 
tunable filter for a given experiment can be difficult. it gets even harder when the definition of certain 
requirements vary from one manufacturer to another. since each filter possesses its own strengths 
and weaknesses, comparing their equivocal specifications can become a puzzling challenge. The 
aim of this white paper is to rigorously define the most relevant specifications of widely tunable 
filters, emphasizing on the laser line Tunable filter (llTf) contrast™, and more generally, to inform 
customers on how to measure these critical specifications.

The unique ability of the aforementioned filter to strongly isolate a narrow band of light will become 
clear once the notions of optical density and out-of-band rejection (sometimes referred to as "isolation" 
or even "optical density") are accurately defined and understood. The correct evaluation of these 
specifications is challenging since only high sensitivity and ultra-low noise measurement setups can 
provide precise and reliable results. Before tackling this challenge of measuring the specifications, we 
will start by defining terminology standards. This common base will allow us to adequately compare 
different technologies.
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3_ eSTabliSHinG TerminoloGy

The notion of band rejection is mainly used in signal processing to define the ability of a filter to 
separate the wanted signal from the unwanted one, on a specific frequency band. Bandpass and 
stopband filters are all rejection filters following this definition; the first allows a specific frequency to 
be transmitted and blocks the rest, while the second blocks a specific frequency and lets the rest go 
through. This concept can be applied to the field of optics to define the ability of an optical bandpass 
filter to select precise wavelengths, but to attenuate to very low levels those outside a specific band. 
sometimes incorrectly referred to as "isolation" or "optical density",  the out-of-band rejection is the 
appropriate term, which we will use here, to specify this property. out-of-band rejection is defined 
relatively to the peak efficiency of a filter: it defines a rejection value, commonly in dB1, outside a 
given wavelength band centered around λc. fig. 1.1 illustrates this concept. as an example, a band 
of ±45 nm is presented and, outside this band, a rejection level (for unwanted wavelengths) of -60 dB 
is obtained. for instance, on a specification sheet, one would find the corresponding property: out-of-
band rejection <-60 dB @ λc± 45 nm. The out-of-band rejection is a specification of importance in 
the case of a tunable source composed of a llTf and a broadband source. it reflects the ability of the 
filter to produce a clean output beam with low contributions of the adjacent spectral composition of 
the broadband source.

in the case of the llTf contrast™ we define 2 sets of bands. The first is λc ± 40 nm for the visible (Vis) 
version of the instrument (400-1000 nm), and the second λc ± 80 nm for the short wavelenght infrared 
(sWir) version (1000-2300 nm). The biggest challenge regarding this specification is to measure it. 
The limitations usually come from the dynamic range2 and the noise limit of the measurement setup. 
To overcome these, one needs very sensitive instruments with a high dynamic range, coupled to a 
relatively high power broadband source or tunable laser.

1. dB (decibel) is a logarithmic unit corresponding to one tenth of one bel, and is used to express the ratio between two values. 
in the case of a power ratio, it is equal to ten times the base 10 logarithm of the ratio of two power quantities: dB=10log10(p1/p0).

2. The dynamic range is the ratio between the largest and smallest measurable quantity of instrument.

fig. 1.1: illustration of the out-of-band rejection of a volume holographic grating at λc= 632 nm. 
Bands of ±45 nm are presented and an out-of-band rejection of -60 dB is obtained.
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The next sections explain in more details the particular properties of the llTf contrast™ as well as the 
experimental setup needed for the measurement of the out-of-band rejection and oD.

fig 1.2: comparison of the concepts of out-of-band-rejection (ooBr), optical density (oD) and filter 
peak efficiency. red curve: hypothetical optical source, bleu curve: hypothetical spectral response of 
the filtered source.

another characteristic of importance, the optical density (oD), is often confused with the out-of-band 
rejection. This specification is generally used for edge filters to describe their ability to block unwanted 
wavelengths. The optical density (also referred to as absorbance in material science) of an instrument 
is the logarithmic ratio between the radiated power of the incident beam and the radiated power 
transmitted through the instrument. using the transmittance definition, the oD can be expressed as:
               
    oD  = log10(i0/it)
     = log10(T

-1)
     = -log10(T)

where T is the transmittance (T=it/io), it the transmitted light intensity and i0 the incident light intensity. 
in the case of a bandpass filter the optical density remains a good way to describe its ability of to 
block unwanted wavelengths and as such, the transmitted intensity (it) must be taken outside the 
previously defined Vis and sWir bands.The optical density is defined relatively to the unfiltered light 
source in comparison to the the out-of-band rejection which is relative to the peak efficiency3. for more 
clarity regarding the relation between the out-of-band-rejection, the optical density and the filter peak 
efficiency, see fig. 1.2.
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3. The peak efficiency is the ratio between the output signal over the incident signal at a specific wavelength. it includes all the 
losts present in the system. it is sometimes referred as the throughput.
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now that the notions of out-of-band rejection and optical density are well defined, one can fully 
understand the potential of the llTf contrast™ (fig. 2). it is a non-dispersive, sub-nanometric 
bandpass optical filter. it has a high efficiency (up to 65 % including all polarisations and coupling 
losses) possesses a high out-of-band rejection (< -60 dB), and high optical density (> oD 6.5). The 
aforementioned efficiency refers to the signal throughput, defined as the ratio of the filtered intensity 
over the input intensity at a specific wavelength. The llTf contrast™ is also a widely tunable optical 
filter. Based on volume Bragg gratings (VBg), a specific configuration will allow this resonant filter to 
select a narrow portion of a laser spectrum (monochromatic or broadband). additional information on 
the fundamentals of volume holographic gratings can be found in appendix 1. in comparison to other 
commercially available filters, it provides a wide tunability: from 400 to 1000 nm for the Vis option 
and from 1000 to 2300 nm for the sWir range, with bandwidths below 2.5 nm and 5 nm respectively. 
The bandwidth refers to the spectral full Width at half Maximum (fWhM) of the filtered beam also 
at a specific wavelength (see appendix 2, fig. a2). a major benefit of this technology is its superior 
out-of-band rejection (< -60 dB) [1]. This instrument is the only tunable optical filter with an optical 
density higher than oD 4. in order to establish those specifications, accurate performance and quality 
control tests had to be performed on highly sensitive setups which are describe in section 4.

one of the main use of this instrument is the production of an ultrabroadband tunable laser source. This 
unique source is obtained by the combination of the tunable filter and a commercial supercontinuum 
source. More information on the properties of the ultrabroad tunable laser source can be found in 
appendix 2.

3.1_ THe main aSSeTS oF THe llTF ConTraST™ 

fig. 2: photon etc’s laser line Tunable filter (llTf) contrast™ . 

www.photonetc.com
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4_ HoW To meaSure THe ouT-oF-band rejeCTion and od

as previously stated, the ideal instruments to measure the out-of-band rejection and oD should have 
a high dynamic range and a high sensitivity. a sufficient spectral resolution [2] is also required, 
ideally lower than one fourth of the fWhM to avoid sampling and convolution, to spectrally resolve the 
diffraction efficiency of the tunable filter. such an ideal setup can be assembled out of commercially 
available instrumentation, but a few adaptations should be made to obtain precise and accurate 
measurements. of course, the optical specifications of the filter and the laser source need to be taken 
into account. The requirements concerning the measuring instruments are as follow:

Dynamic range > 70 dB
sensitivity < -80 dBm4 

Wavelength span > out-of-band limits

The dynamic range must be higher than the specified out-of-band rejection (< -60 dB) and optical 
density ( > oD 6.5). indeed, an insufficient dynamic range will result in saturated measurements if 
the detector is too sensitive, or in noise limited measurements if the filter is coupled to a high power 
source. furthermore, the sensitivity must be as high as possible to reduce the measurement’s noise 
floor. since the power density involved is low (a few mW/nm), it is important to be able to measure 
weak power. ideally, the instrument should measure power down to a few pW to reach the noise floor 
of the filter and avoid an insufficient detection limit of the measuring instrument itself. finally, the 
spectral range should cover, at least, a window including the out-of-band wavelength limits (λc ± X nm) 
in order to see the full spectral shape of the VBg. Measurements outside of these out-of-band limits 
should also be performed to validate the rejection span.

following these requirements, charge coupled Devices (ccD) or complementary Metal oxide 
semiconductor (cMos) cameras coupled to a spectrometer are fairly good candidates, but would 
be pushed to their limits. another strategy consists in coupling a monochromator to a low noise 
amplification chain photodiode. This setup will allow power measurements in a range covering 20 dBm 
to -85 dBm with off-the-shelf commercial devices. for these reasons, the best solution consists in 
using an optical spectrum analyser (osa): it possesses the right wavelength span and sensitivity.

a realistic representation of the measurement setup used by photon etc. to obtain the out-of-band 
rejection and the oD is depicted in fig. 3, where the external source is a supercontinuum (sc) 
laser. Throughout the manufacturing and qualification processes, the equivalent of two light paths are 
created within the llTf: one passing through the VBg to collect the filtered light, while another passes 
through the mirrors, M1-4 (dotted line), where all the power from the sc is collected.

4. dBm has de same definition than a decibel, except that the power ratio is relative to 1 mW: 10log10(p1/1 mW).
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fig. 3: realistic representation of the 
measurement setup used to measure the out-
of-band rejection and the optical density. sc: 
fianium’s supercontinuum source sc-400-
4, foc: fiberoptic output coupler (using 
achromatic 10 mm focal lens, multimode 
50/62.5 µm), osa: optical spectrum 
analyser anDo aQ6315e, M1-4: mirrors, 
VBg : Volume Bragg grating. two light 
paths are created within the llTf: one goes 
through the VBg to collect the filtered light, 
while another through mirrors, M1-4 (dotted 
line), and where all the power from the sc is 
collected.

fig. 4: llTf contrast™ output power spectrum 
for different sc laser. The noise floor of the 
measurement is around -80 dBm. green: 
fianium’s Wl sc480-10 (10 W total output 
power, ≈ 8 mW/nm @700 nm), red: fianium’s 
Wl sc400-4 (4 W total output power, 
≈ 2.1 mW/nm @700 nm), blue: leukos sM30 
(100 mW total output power, ≈ 0.03 mW/nm 
@700 nm).

To obtain the out-of-band rejection (fig. 3), a supercontinuum source is first injected in the filter 
(llTf™ contrast) and, once filtered, is recoupled in a fiber (achromatic 10 mm focal lens, multimode 
50/62.5 µm). The signal is then sent to an osa (anDo aQ6315e) for detection. fig. 4 displays the 
out-of-band rejection obtained with this setup for different supercontinuum sources, but always using 
the same filter. as mentioned before, the higher the power delivered by the source is, the less likely 
the measurements will be limited by the noise floor of the detector (around -80 dBm in this case). 
fig. 4 illustrates the effect of this limitation; we see that the measured out-of-band rejection using a 
low power sc only reaches -40 dB5 (blue curve fig. 4). it is important to note that this measurement 
does not reflect the real performance of the filter, but only the limitations of the measuring instrument, 
hence the importance of using a sufficiently powerful source. When using a medium power sc laser 
(red curve in fig. 4), we are able to measure the specified -60 dB out-of-band rejection at ± 25 nm 
from the central wavelength. finally, when using a high power sc laser (green curve in fig. 4), we can 
also measure the specified -60 dB out-of-band rejection, but this time at an even closer distance from 
the central wavelength (± 21 nm).

4.1_ ouT-oF-band meaSuremenT
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5. To obtain the out-of-band rejection in dB from dBm measurements, one have to refer to the aforementioned definition of 
those specifications: dB = 10(log10p1-log10p0) and dBm1=10(log10p1-log101mW), hence dB = dBm1-dBm0.

VbG
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Measuring the oD (log10(i0/it)) is even more challenging than the out-of-band rejection because for any 
given wavelength we need to measure the intensities of the supercontinuum source (i0) and the filtered 
beam (it) with the exact same conditions. as displayed in fig. 5, the 1064 nm pump residual of the sc 
laser is the perfect reference mark to help us measure the real oD. it is the only spectral feature where 
there is signal outside of the out-of-band rejection span and above the measurement noise limit. in 
fig. 5 we see the noise floor at around -76 dBm and the emerging 1064 nm pump residual. To obtain 
the optical density, we use the experimental configuration described in fig.3. The measurements are 
repeated sequentially, once with the light path passing through the VBg, once using the mirrors’ path. 
By comparing the two intensity peaks at 1064 nm (fig. 5), an oD of 6.8 is found.

4.2_ opTiCal denSiTy meaSuremenT

fig. 5: Measurements of the optical density (oD = log10(i0/it)) at the pump energy (1064 nm). Blue: 
llTf contrast™ output (it), red: unfiltered supercontinuum output (i0). Those measurements were 
realised with the setup shown in fig. 3.
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5_ ConCluSion

apart from the covered spectral range and bandwidth, two important optical characteristics of a widely 
tunable filter are the out-of-band rejection and the optical density. it is essential to have in mind the 
definitions of these characteristics when choosing such a filter. in this white paper, the out-of-band 
rejection of an optical bandpass filter is defined as the ability to select precise wavelengths, but to 
attenuate to very low levels those outside a specific band. also, the oD is defined as the logarithmic 
ratio between the radiated power of the incident beam and the radiated power transmitted through the 
instrument.  

Manufacturers do not necessarily use the same definitions and confusion may arise when trying to 
compare specifications from one supplier to another. Do not hesitate to contact them in order to 
clarify their specifications and meaning. finally, if you wish to perform the measurements to validate 
the specifications, be aware that the out-of-band rejection requires a very sensitive and high dynamic 
range measurement setup. concerning the oD, the measurement is done in the manufacturing process 
and cannot be accurately repeated by customers.

www.photonetc.com
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appendix 1
hoW Does a VoluMe holographic Bragg filTer Work

photon etc.’s core technology is a continuously tunable filter [3] based on thick holographic gratings, 
also referred to as Volume Bragg gratings (VBg) [4,5]. The gratings are made of silver halide glass, a 
non-hygroscopic material transparent between 400 and 2500 nm. This photo-thermo-refractive (pTr) 
glass [6,7] has a periodically varying index of refraction in which the modulation structure is oriented 
to either transmit or reflect incident light. The refractive index variations achievable with this type of 
glass is however low (i.e. ∆n ≈ 10−4) in comparison to other competing materials such as dichromated 
gelatin. nevertheless, the greater optical path attainable with VBgs (i.e. thickness of a few mm) 
overcomes this apparent limitation. also, saturated Bragg gratings made of pTr glass can reach 
theoretical efficiencies higher than 99 % [8], with a very narrow bandwidth (down to a few hundreds 
of picometers), and a weak polarisation sensitivity.

VBgs can be fully described by the following parameters (see fig. a1) [8]: the thickness of the grating, 
the refractive index of pTr glass (n0), the period (Λ) of the grating (or spatial frequency f = 1/Λ), the 
angle (Θ) between the incident beam and the normal of the entrance surface (n), and the inclination 
of the Bragg planes (φ) defined as the angle between the normal (n) and the grating vector (kg). 

fig. a1: schematic of a volume holographic transmission grating.

like shown in fig. a1, the incoming collimated light is diffracted by the volume holographic filter, and 
only a small fraction of the spectrum is affected. in order to select which particular wavelength will be 
diffracted, the angle of the filter is adjusted to meet Bragg’s condition:

λB = 2n0Λcos(Θ+Φ)

where λB is the diffracted wavelength. like shown in fig. a1, for transmission gratings, φ = �/2 (Bragg 
planes are perpendicular to the entrance surface). in this case, the Bragg condition becomes:

λB = 2n0ΛsinΘ

www.photonetc.com
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as mentioned, this condition is valid for transmission gratings and has to be altered for reflection 
gratings where Bragg planes are parallel to the entrance surface. for reflection gratings, φ = 0 and the 
Bragg condition becomes:

λB = 2n0ΛcosΘ

if the beam does not meet the Bragg condition, it passes through the filter undiffracted. To illustrate the 
behavior of the diffracted fraction of the beam, we present a typical diffraction efficiency spectrum of 
a transmission Bragg grating (see fig. a2). This spectrum was plotted using the diffraction efficiency 
equation obtained with the kogelnik theory of thick hologram gratings [9]. as can be observed in fig.
a2, the theoretical diffraction efficiency peak of this grating reaches 98 % for a central wavelength of 
λc= 632 nm. The fWhM is equal to 1.8 nm, and the first side lobe peaks are located around 11,8 % 
(-9.3 dB) below the main peak. This theoretical spectrum illustrates the intrinsic ability of VBgs to 
diffract a narrow band of a given wavelength, and attenuate the rest to extremely low levels.

fig. a2: illustration of the diffraction efficiency of a volume holographic grating. The theoretical 
diffraction efficiency peak reaches 98 % at 632 nm. The fWhM is 1.8 nm, and the first side lobe 
peaks are located at 11,8 % (-9.3 dB).

www.photonetc.com
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appendix 2
creaTing an ulTraBroaD TunaBle laser source

Widely tunable filters can be coupled with a supercontinuum laser to provide a versatile tool known 
as a tunable laser source (Tls). supercontinuum lasers [10] are typically high-power fiber lasers 
delivering broadband radiation (~400 nm to ~2500 nm). To achieve such ultra broad radiation, a laser 
beam is directed towards a highly non-linear medium in which a series of nonlinear processes (e.g.: 
four-wave mixing, raman shifting of the solitons) interact constructively to create the supercontinuum 
emission. When coupled with the right filter, it can deliver a quasi-monochromatic output over the 
whole supercontinuum spectral range (fig. a3). such sources are used in various experiments 
and fields of research; photoluminescence excitation, reflection/absorption spectroscopy, spectrally 
resolved light beam induced current (lBic) [11], steady state pump-probe experiment, hyperspectral 
imaging [12], incoherent light transport experiment [13] and detector calibration [14,15]. apart from 
being a great tool for dedicated experiments, the Tls is also well suited as a general laboratory light 
source, delivering a narrowband wavelength, tunable over a broad range, all within an easy to use 
turnkey system.

an example of the output power of a Tls is shown in fig. a3. This plot comes from measurements 
performed using a fianium Whitelase sc-400-4 source, the Vis and sWir versions of the llTf 
contrast™ to cover the whole range of the sc laser, and a gentec pyroelectric detector (Model Xpl 12) 
to measure the output power.

fig. a3: output from photon etc’s tunable laser source. Visible option covering 400 - 1000 nm and 
sWir option covering 1000 - 2500 nm.

www.photonetc.com
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